
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Design Thinking reduces the uncertainty and risk of innovation by engaging customers and partners in developing 
a series of prototypes to learn, test and refine concepts through an iterative process to identify unmet needs. 
Design thinking relies on end-user insights gained from real-world experiments, not just historical data or market 
research. This approach is used constantly and consistently until the realization of the breakthrough. Design 
thinking is about combining human-centric models to identify critical problems with your current models and 
offerings then leveraging collaborative technology to develop actionable information that leads to better decision 
making.  
 
A design mindset is not about focusing on problems - it is about blending solution focused and action oriented 
approach towards creating a preferred future state for your customers - thinking how your customers use your 
products/services and what inferences you can make by focusing on solutions that positively impact their 
experience with your brand. Design Thinking draws upon logic, creativity, insight, and systematic reasoning, to 
explore possibilities of what can be - and to create desired outcomes that benefit your customers. 
 
Operationalize the Design Thinking Framework to Power Your Next Great Leap Forward 
  
Whether you’re envisioning a new customer experience or just planning your company's next major product 
launch, Planbox for Design Thinking keeps you focused on what matters most to your customers as you lead your 
team from discussing ideas to developing solutions and greater outcomes. 
 
“The age of continuous innovation as a business necessity is upon us. Organizations face incredible demands to change, 
adapt and transform faster than ever before. Our collaboration with Planbox provides our customers access to a powerful 
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Leapfrog Your Competition and Build a True Business Advantage 

Planbox Design Thinking platform helps you find killer ideas and extends a unique opportunity to your customers 
to collaborate creatively with you, share their insights and contribute to your product/service design processes. 

• Connect more deeply with customers to discover opportunities for innovation 
• Experiment with idea generation, critical thinking, problem-solving and rapid-prototyping all in one 

platform 
• Hurdle over design barriers to foster a more holistic product and service development process 
               
          

Planbox Design Thinking Platform Benefits 

 Improve the ability to lead creative 
brainstorming sessions and crowdsourcing ideas 

 Identify and discover customer needs - receive 
feedback early and often 

 Launch new products or services better aligned 
i h  i  

 Deliver your ideas with clarity and 
confidence through real world experiments 

 Decrease development time with rapid 
prototyping 

 Attract new talent and reduce attrition with 
hi h  l   

 

Operationalizing the Design Thinking Stages 

EMPATHIZE DEFINE IDEATE PROTOTYPE TEST 

 
Leverage innovation 
activities such as Jam or 
Decision Sessions in the 
discovery stage to help 
identify your challenges. 
Choose an affirmative and 
strategic topic area that 
has impact on your 
business. Gather data, 
understand and 
empathize with unmet 
needs. 

 
Frame the opportunity 
as a challenge-driven 
innovation campaign 
with internal and 
external participants - 
employees, partners, 
suppliers, customers, 
universities, experts, 
start-ups or the 
community at large - to 
elicit the right 
conversations and 
insights. 

 
Launch communities 
to crowdsource 
ideas, explore 
possibilities and co-
create solutions in 
diverse teams. Use 
workflows to 
facilitate the process 
to identify, learn, 
evaluate and develop 
ideas that are hitting 
on all aspects of your 
customers’ unmet 
needs and pain 
points. 

 
Build on insights using 
powerful analytics. 
Prioritize the best 
concepts using 
templated scorecards. 
Develop prototypes for 
the best concepts and 
begin testing them early 
with your customers by 
inviting them to online 
communities that 
facilitate social 
collaboration. 

 
Learn fast, fail cheap and 
experiment often. Use the 
solution’s feedback loops 
and analytics to evaluate 
the benefits from every 
test, capture feedback and 
identify additional 
opportunities to iterate. 
Use agile project 
management and Kanban 
boards to learn what works 
and what doesn’t. This 
stage is all about 
identifying what works and 
what doesn’t with your 
customers. 
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